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Drying Out the Moon?
For decades, planetary scientists and geologists assumed
that the Moon was about the driest and dustiest place in the
solar system. Then around 2010, a spate of independent
observations from spacecraft and elsewhere uncovered evidence of hydrogen in lunar rocks. Taking hydrogen as a
proxy for water (H2O), the evidence suggested that ice
might be buried at the lunar poles—and that indeed, the
material from which the Moon formed might have been as
wet as that which formed Earth.
The lunar mineral richest in hydrogen is apatite: a compound of calcium, phosphorus, and oxygen that also incorporates either fluorine, chlorine, or hydroxyl (an oxygenhydrogen group). For those who like chemical formulas,
apatite is written as Ca5(PO4)3(F, Cl, OH).
Apatite is attractive as a tracer of volatile elements in
many environments because it appears in many rocks
brought back by the Apollo astronauts, ranging from the
relatively young lunar maria (lava seas) to the ancient highlands. Thus, apatite was regarded as a good tracer of hydrogen. Indeed, apatite was the only hydrous mineral (one with
water or water’s constituents) in lunar samples.
A new computational
model of how apatite
crystalizes, devised by
Jeremy W. Boyce in the
Department of Earth,
Planetary, and Space
Sciences at UC Los Angeles and four coauthors
now indicates that apatite
is a misleading indicator
of water in the Moon.
No appetite for apatite
Boyce’s model simulates how apatite crystalizes out of cooling molten lunar magma, incorporating fluorine, chlorine, or hydrogen into its
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“Apatite forming later doesn’t see fluorine or chlorine and
becomes hydrogen-rich because it has no choice.”
The model also makes specific testable predictions. For
example, it predicts that apatite crystals grown at different

times in the same magma should have different abundances
of fluorine, chlorine, and hydrogen—abundance differences
observed almost ubiquitously in lunar rocks. It also suggests
that if crystallization is quick or diffusion slow, the core of
a crystal should be
rich in fluorine
while its rim is fluorine-poor and hydrogen rich—zoning
indeed observed in
basalts brought back
from Apollo missions 11, 12, and 14.
Most importantly, the model
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H2Omelt a priori,” state Boyce and his co-authors in their
paper in the April 25, 2014 issue of Science.
So does the Moon have water?
Does this finding about apatite mean the Moon is as arid
as thought before about 2010? Likely, no, says commentator Mahesh Anand in a perspective article in the same issue
of Science. Olivine crystals, “which were some of the earliest-formed crystals in lunar volcanic glasses, point to a wet
lunar interior,” Anand pointed out, as does spectroscopic
analysis of plagioclase crystals and other observations
What the finding does mean is that apatite—the most
widely used method for estimating water in lunar rocks—
“cannot be trusted,” Boyce declared. –Trudy E. Bell, M.A.
Further reading: “The Lunar Apatite Paradox” by Boyce and coauthors is in Science 344: 400–402, April 25, 2014; Anand’s perspective “Analyzing Moon Rocks” is on pp. 365–366. A UCLA press
release “Misleading mineral may have led to overestimate of water
in moon” is at http://newsroom.ucla.edu/releases/misleadingmineral-may-have-led-to-overestimate-of-water-in-moon
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